Road Well Traveled
Fabric by Studio 37
Quilt by Jean Ann Wright

68” x 79”
Fabric Requirements and Cutting Guide

Triangle cutting instructions: Use the triangle cutting guide to cut the large triangles and the half triangles.
As you cut the large triangles mark the top peak of the each triangle for correct orientation when sewing the strips together.

Note: In cutting, "wof" means width of fabric.

Fabric A 0052-0113 2-1/4 yards multi-paisley
Cut (2) 6-1/2" x 63-1/2" side borders on the length of fabric (cut these borders first)
Cut (2) 6-1/2" x 68-1/2" top/bottom on the length of fabric (cut these borders second)
Cut (1) strip 7-3/4" x length of fabric strip, from this strip cut (9) large triangles

Fabric B 0053-0113 3/4 yard multi-stripe
Cut (3) 2-1/2" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end and recut into (2) 2-1/2" x 56-1/2" top/bottom borders
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric C 0054-0116 1/2 yard elephants on lime green
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric D 0054-0125 1/2 yard elephants on tomato red
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric E 0055-0125 1/2 yard medallions on brown
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric F 0056-0113 1 yard dark brown texture
Cut (2) 8-3/16" x wof strips, from one strip cut (9) half triangles, then reverse direction and cut (9) half triangles from the second strip
Cut (8) 2-1/4" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end for binding

Fabric G 0056-0150 1/2 yard teal texture
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric H 0057-0125 1/2 yard tan dots
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric I 0057-0150 1/2 yard teal dots
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric J 0058-0113 1/2 yard dark brown paisley
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric K 0058-0116 1/2 yard lime paisley
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric L 0058-0125 1/2 yard brick red paisley
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric M 0058-0150 1/2 yard teal paisley
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric N 0058-0181 1/2 yard tan paisley
Cut (2) 7-3/4" x wof strips, from these strips cut (9) large triangles

Fabric O 0059-0113 5 yards multi-stripe
Cut backing fabric into (2) 2-1/2" pieces and sew together selvedge-to-selvedge, trim to 76" x 90"

continued
INSTRUCTIONS

Triangle Rows: Referring to the quilt assembly diagram and the photograph of the quilt, sew one triangle from each of the thirteen different prints into a row taking care to have the top peak of each triangle on the top/bottom edges of the row as shown. Begin and end each row with a fabric F half triangle. Option: you may arrange the triangles using your own fabric placement. Make 9 rows.

Quilt Assembly: Sew the rows together to complete center section of the quilt top. Join a fabric B multi-stripe border to the top/bottom of the quilt center.

Borders: Join the fabric A multi-paisley side borders to opposite sides of the quilt center. Join the remaining fabric A multi-paisley borders to top/bottom of the quilt center to complete the quilt top.

Finishing: Layer the quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt the layers together. Bind to finish the outside edges.